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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode the Mongolian Square script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646).
It supersedes the following documents:

• N3956 L2/10-411 “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Xawtaa Dorboljin Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N4041 L2/11-162 “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Mongolian Square Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N4160 L2/11-379 “Revised Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Mongolian Square Script”
• N4413 L2/13-068 “Proposal to Encode the Mongolian Square Script in ISO/IEC 10646”

Major changes introduced after the previous proposal include: A revised model for encoding consonant
conjuncts that employs a control character for indicating the subjoining behavior of letters in conjuncts. A
set of characters that represent contextual forms of letters has been proposed in order to accommodate the
encoding model. A set of reversed letters and a vowel sign have also been added. A description of the
orthography for various languages has been added. Minor changes include new names for some characters,
alteration to the order of characters, and the reallocation of the script block to a new range within the SMP.

The Mongolian Square font used here is based upon the font developed by Oliver Corff in November 2001
for his “Xäwtää Dörböljin for LATEX2ε” package. The proposal author has made modifications to Corff’s
original font, which consist of the addition of new characters and glyphs.

2 Background

The Mongolian Square Script (Mongolian: Хэвтээ Дөрвөлжин бичиг xewtee dörböljin bicig) is an alpha-
syllabary based upon the Brahmi model and inspired directly by Tibetan. It is also known as the ‘Mongolian
Horizontal Square Script’. The script was used for writing Mongolian, Sanskrit, and Tibetan. Mongolian
Square was developed by Zanabazar, the first spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism in Mongolia, who also
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developed the Soyombo script. Mongolian Square was inspired by the Tibetan script and has graphical sim-
ilarities to the Phags-pa seal and book scripts (see tables 1–3). Mongolian Square is actively studied by
scholars, ie. Bareja-Starzyńska and Ragchaa (2012).

3 Proposal Details

3.1 Script and Character Names

The proposed name for the script is ‘Mongolian Square’. The Mongolian name ‘Xewtee Dörböljin’ and its
English rendering ‘Horizontal Square’ have been added as alternate names in an annotation to the names list.
Names for characters are based upon Latin transliterations given in secondary sources, such as Shagdarsürüng
(2001), with descriptors added for distinguishing characters with identical transliterated names. An attempt
has been made to align names with those for Tibetan characters in the UCS, and in parallel to those proposed
for Soyombo (see N4414 L2/13-069).

3.2 Proposed Repertoire

The script block contains 67 characters. A code chart and names list are attached. The encoding order for
Mongolian Square attempts to follow the general arrangement of the script as shown in traditional charts.
However, differences between the proposed order and that of script charts are inherently necessary as the
encoded repertoire contains elements that are not enumerated in traditional charts.

4 Script Details

4.1 Structure

The Mongolian Square script is written from left to right. As indicated by its Mongolian name, xewtee
dörböljin bicig, the script is written horizontally and is not used in vertical environments. Independent vowels
are written using a vowel-carrier letter to which vowel signs are attached. Vowel length is indicated by a sign
that is attached to a base letter or to a combination of a base letter and a dependent vowel sign. Consonant
letters possess the inherent vowel a. The phonetic value of a consonant letter is changed by attaching a vowel
sign to it. Consonant clusters are rendered as stacks, with non-initial letters written beneath the initial letter.
A model based upon the use of a joiner is proposed for encoding such stacks, and initial and final forms of
some consonants are proposed in order to facilitate this approach.

4.2 Vowel Letter

The    is a vowel carrier. When it occurs independently it represents either the vowel a or a
zero vowel, depending upon the linguistic environment. When a vowel sign is attached to  , the
combination represents an independent or initial vowel, and the   assumes the phonetic value of the
combining vowel sign.

4.3 Vowel Length Mark

The ◌     indicates vowel length. When attached to a letter it represents the lengthening
of the inherent vowel a to ā, eg ā and  kā. When it is written in combination with a vowel sign, the
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mark always occurs after the latter, eg.  ī is produced with the sequence <  , ◌    ,
◌    >. It can only occur after a base letter or a vowel sign.

4.4 Vowel Signs

There are 9 dependent vowel signs:

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌     

Initial and independent forms of vowels are represented by attaching vowel signs to   (see section
4.4.1 for details on the usage of ◌     ). Long vowels are represented by combining the
vowel signs with the ◌    . The first 8 vowel signs and the    can
be used for writing the basic 16 vowel sounds provided for by the script:

               

a ā i ī e ē ü ǖ u ū o ō ö ȫ ai au

The ◌     is often written as a full arch ◌ , eg. independent i and ī are written as and, as
well as and (see figure 1).

The ◌     has the alternate form ◌ , eg.  ö and ȫ. It is a mirrored form of ◌   
. This form is a glyphic variant and its usage is to be handled through fonts.

4.4.1 Reversed vowel sign

The ◌      is used for representing the Sanskrit vocalic sounds  r̥,  r̥̄,  l̥,  l̥̄ (see
figure 9). These letters are represented in encoded text using  and  in conjunction with ◌  
  . Long forms are produced by placing ◌    after the base sequences. When
the vocalic sounds occur in a consonant-vowel combination,  and  are written using the contextual
subjoined final forms ◌     and ◌     (see section 4.8.1), eg.  kr̥ is represented
in encoded text as < , ◌    , ◌     > and kl̥ is represented in encoded
text as < , ◌    , ◌     >.

Sources, such as Kara (1972), write the vocalic letters using the full arched form ◌  instead of the half arch ◌ 
of   :  r̥,  r̥̄,  l̥,  l̥̄. These forms are attested variants, but they do not allow for distinctive
representations of syllables, eg.  could be read as either kr̥ or kri. Using distinctive forms for  
 and    , the syllable kr̥ is written as  and kri as . The orthography for Sanskrit
vocalic sounds is parallel to that in Tibetan, in which the vowel sign i ི is reversed as ྀ when writing  r̥.

4.4.2 Other vowel forms

Some vowels have alternate representations: the form < ,   ,  >
is used in some records in place of  < ,   > for representing the diphthong au. The
proposal treats these as distinct text elements with separate encoded representations.
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4.5 Consonant Letters

There are 42 consonant letters:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

The order of the consonant letters adheres to that given in traditional charts. The letters  ..   are used
in common for writing Mongolian, Sanskrit, and Tibetan. The letters with names containing the descriptor
‘’ (from гали galig, a Mongolian term for the transcription of non-Mongolian sounds) are used for
writing Sanskrit and Tibetan. The term distinguishes letters used for writing the same sound, but in different
languages, eg.  and  both represent /g/, but the latter is reserved for Sanskrit and Tibetan.

4.5.1 Notes on consonants

  Traditional charts of the script show two instances of the letter  with various phonetic values. In
figure 1, the first instance occurs after  and is given the values /v/ and /b/; the second precedes 
 and has the value /b/. The first  occurs among the common letters, while the second  occurs among
the galig letters. It is clear that the charts attempt to show usage of the letter in both common and galig
environments. Shagdarsürüng indicates that the first  is used for writing /v/ in Mongolian, Tibetan, and
Sanskrit (see figure 7), while the second  (‘galig ba’) is used for writing /b/ and /p/ in Sanskrit (see figure
9);    is used for writing Sanskrit and Tibetan /v/. Given the identical glyphic representation of
both instances of , only one is proposed for encoding, and that as the common letter . The name  is
chosen over the corresponding Tibetan .

   The letter    represents the Sanskrit cluster kṣa (/kʂa/). In Mongolian Square,
this letter represents a phoneme that is phonetically a consonant cluster, but, it has the structure of an atomic
letter. It is encoded as a consonant letter because in all cases consonant conjunct forms are written as stacks in
Mongolian Square, not as ligatures. While in some scripts the written form for Sanskrit /kʂa/ has an encoded
representation as a character sequence, such an approach would not be consistent with this script.

    The letter     corresponds to འ +0F60   -.

   The is some confusion in the secondary sources regarding the value of the glyph . Kapaj
believes it represents /v/, but is uncertain and so glosses the glyph as ‘(v?)’ (figure 2). Kara shows the
glyphic variant for and expresses a similar uncertainty as he also annotates the glyph as ‘(v?)’ (figure
1). On the other hand, Shagdarsürüng departs from the idea that represents a semi-vowel and offers with
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uncertainty that it may be used for /s/, writing ‘sa (?)’ (figure 8). An analysis of Soyombo offers clarification.
The Soyombo𑠚 is used for /v/ and is fairly similar to the Mongolian Square glyphic variant for.

4.5.2 Reversed consonants

There are 3 reversed consonant letters in Mongolian Square:   ,  , 
. These letters are reversed forms of the regular letters and are used for writing Sanskrit retroflex sounds.
The practice is borrowed from Tibetan, in which the Sanskrit retroflex sounds are written by reversing letters
for dental consonants: ཏ ta, ཐ tha, ད da, དྷ dha, ན na are reversed for ཊ ṭa, ཋ ṭha, ཌ ḍa, ཌྷ ḍha, ཎ ṇa. sounds. In
other cases, a sound is represented using a reversed form of a letter for a related sound, eg. ཤ śa is reversed
as ཥ for the retroflex sound ṣa. The reversed letters proposed for encoding are described below:

   Figure 17 shows a subjoined , the reversed form of   (/d/, /t/) used instead of 
  in cluster-final position for writing Sanskrit /ʈ/.

   Amanuscript of a biography of Zanabazar contains the character in the word maṇi
(see figure 19). This character is a reversed form of   (/n/) and is used for representing Sanskrit /ɳ/.

   The   is a reversed form of   and it represents the Sanskrit ṣa
(retroflex sibilant /ʂ/). It does not appear in traditional charts, but occurs in manuscripts, eg. in the word
mañjughoṣāya “to Mañjughoṣa” in the invocation at the top of the chart in figure 2. The letter also
occurs in the manuscript fragment shown in detail in figure 17.

The use of   for /ʈ/ and   for /ɳ/ are curious because the script has the distinctive
letters   for /ʈ/ and   for /ɳ/. It is also curious that Zanabazar, the creator of the script,
did not provide a distinctive letter *  for writing /ʂ/ in Mongolian Square as he did in Soyombo.

4.5.3 Glyphic variants

There are glyphic variants for some consonant letters:  =   ; =   ; = 
. These are to be managed through fonts.

4.5.4 Representation of Sanskrit and Tibetan

Mongolian is written using the common letters:

ga  

ka  

ṅa  

ǰa  

ča  

ña  

da  

ta  

na  

ba  

pa  

ma  

ya  

ra  

la  

va  

ša  

sa  

ha  

Sanskrit and Tibetan are represented using amix of common and galig letters. The common letters for voiced
sounds (eg.  ,  ,  ,  ) are used for Sanskrit voiceless unaspirated stops, while the letters for
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voiceless sounds (eg.  ,  ,  ,  ) are used for the voiceless aspirated counterparts. The galig
letters are used for the voiced unaspirated and aspirated pairs. The Sanskrit repertoire is as follows:

ka  

kha  

ga   

gha   

ṅa  

ca  

cha  

ja   

jha   

ña  

ṭa   

ṭha   

ḍa   

(ḍa   )
ḍha   

ṇa   

(ṇa   )
ta  

tha  

da   

dha   

na  

pa  

pha  

ba  

bha   

ma  

ya  

ra  

la  

va   

śa  

ṣa   

sa  

ha  

kṣa   

Tibetan is represented by adding the following to the Sanskrit repertoire:

tsa   

tsha   

dza   

zha   

za   

’a    

4.6 Final Consonant Mark

The ◌     is used for indicating a coda, or syllable-final consonant, in Mongolian. The
following are valid codas in Mongolian:  g,  k,  ṅ,  d,  n,  b,  m,  r,  l,  ś,  s. The mark
can only attach to a consonant letter. It cannot occur in a consonant cluster.

4.7 Dependent Consonant Sign

The ◌       is used for writing syllable-final Tibetan འ ’a chung. It attaches to
the bottom right corner of a letter, eg.  . It also occurs as the glyphic variant ◌ (see figure 11). The sign
can occur only after a letter. If it occurs in a consonant cluster, it can only occur in the final position.

4.8 Consonant Conjuncts

Consonant clusters are written as conjuncts, which are rendered as vertical stacks by placing non-initial
letters one below the other beneath the initial letter, eg.   +   is written as nda. Consonants
retain their shape in stacks, with the exception of four letters:  ,  ,  ,  .

The forms of these letters are determined by their position in a cluster and by the orthography of the source
language that is being transcribed. As Mongolian Square is used for transcribing Tibetan and Buddhist
Hybrid Sanskrit, these four letters may be written using their regular shape or a contextual form.

1.  may occur as the subjoined contextual form ◌  and the subjoined full-form ◌  when in the medial
or final position of a cluster, eg.   +  →  kya and  kya.
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2.  may have three different forms in a cluster. Normally, when initial it takes the initial, superfixed
shape , eg.   +  →  rga. It can also occur in its regular full form when initial, eg.   +
 →  (see figure 18). When medial or final in a cluster,  can occur as the subjoined full-form
◌  or as the contextual subjoined form ◌ , eg.   +   →  kra and  kra; also   +  
+   →  krya. Both renderings of cluster-final  are used in old Sanskrit-Tibetan lexicons for
showing lexical differences.

3.   may occur as the subjoined contextual form ◌  and the subjoined full-form ◌  when medial or
final in a cluster, eg.   +  →  kla and  kla.

4.   may occur as the subjoined contextual form ◌  and the subjoined full-form ◌  when medial or
final in a cluster, eg.   +  →  kva and  kva.

4.8.1 Proposed Encoding Model

Given that only four consonants exhibit special shaping behaviors in stacks, while the rest retain their nor-
mative shape, the representation of Mongolian Square stacks in encoded text requires a simple subjoining
model. The proposed model requires 5 characters for managing all stack possibilities: a control character
for indicating subjoining behavior and a set of characters for the contextual forms of , , , .

The control character is the    . The  is written before a consonant
to indicate that the letter is to be rendered using a subjoined form. Thus, a stack is represented in encoded
text as <consonant,  , consonant>, eg.  nda is encoded as < ,  ,  
>. The  is normally not visibly rendered, unless needed for indicating the inability of a font to
render a stack (see section 4.8.2).

The model also requires the accommodation of the following forms of , , , , which are proposed
for encoding as independent characters:

   

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

The   is written in place of  in cluster-initial position. It can occur only at the head of a cluster and
never independently. The character inherently implies that the following consonant is subjoined, therefore
it is not necessary to insert the  before the following consonant. For example,  rka is encoded
as <  ,  >, while  rka is encoded as < , ,  >.

The letters  ,  ,  ,   may occur in the penultimate and final positions in a
cluster, and never independently. They are combining characters and as they are inherently subjoined forms,
they are not preceded by the  For example,  tra is represented in encoded text as < , ◌
 >. These subjoined letters may co-occur, particularly in the penultimate and final positions in a
cluster, eg.  trya is represented as < , ◌   , ◌   >.

As the initial and final forms are proposed for encoding as independent characters, when the  is
placed before , , , , the letters will be rendered using subjoined forms of their regular shapes, eg.
◌ , ◌ , ◌ , ◌ .

The proposed model resolves the ambiguity regarding encoded representations for forms such as  and ,
and  and , and for the rendering of sequences such as   +  , as well as adjacent pairs of , ,
,  in various positions in a cluster without too much processing by the rendering engine.
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The proposed encoding model also eliminates the need to adopt the Tibetan subjoined-letter model for Mon-
golian Square, which would require the independent encoding of a full set of subjoined letters for each
consonant letter, in addition to context-specific forms of , , , . The decision to encode a 
 instead of relying on the font to change the shape of  from full-form to head-position is made in order to
eliminate the need to encode two characters with the same nominal appearance, ie. a regular  and a fixed-
form , but which have different conjoining behaviors. The proposed model encodes distinctive characters
for each distinctive shape of a consonant. All other consonants are rendered in stacks using the ,
which simply subjoins one letter beneath the other and does not initiate a shape change of a consonant.

4.8.2 Font Requirements for Rendering Conjuncts

To be considered complete a Mongolian Square font must contain a full set of subjoined forms for each
consonant letter. The font will produce a consonant stack by substituting each < , consonant>
pair with a subjoined form of the consonant letter. If the subjoined form of a letter is not available in a font,
the  will be visibly displayed along with the regular form of the consonant letter whose subjoined
glyph is missing. For example, if the subjoined form ◌  of    is unavailable, then a sequence such
as < , ,   > will be rendered as  instead of the expected .

4.8.3 Positioning of Vowel Signs in Conjuncts

Above-base vowel signs are placed above the initial letter: < ,   , ◌    >→  ndi.

Below-base vowel signs are placed beneath the final letter: < ,   , ◌    > → 
ndu.

The ◌     attaches to the final letter: < ,   , ◌    , ◌  
 > →  ndī.

4.8.4 Sizing of Letters in Stacks

The size of character glyphs used for rendering a stackmay be adjusted for visual uniformitywith surrounding
characters. There are no formal rules for sizing. By default, there is no size change and the regular forms
of letters are used: 


nda < , ,   >. In some sources (see figure 16), the normal

glyph size of the initial letter is used, while the glyphs of non-initial consonants are compressed along the
vertical axis such that their x-height matches that of below-base vowel signs, eg. . Other sources (see
figure 14) illustrate a practice of condensing the glyphs for both the base and subjoined letters so that the
height of the stack matches the head-height of surrounding letters, eg. . Depending on the head-height of
surrounding letters, such size adjustments may be practical only for stacks consisting of two letters.

4.8.5 Stack Depth

As Mongolian Square is used for representing Tibetan, consonant stacks may consist of up to 6 or more
letters. One such Tibetan stack is tthddhnra, which although rare, is attested in religious texts (Fynn [nd]).
The Tibetan and Mongolian Square representations of this conjunct are:
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Tibetan Mongolian
Square


The encoded representation of the above stack in Mongolian Square is < ,  ,  , 
,   , ,   , ,  , ◌   >.

4.8.6 Conjuncts Shown in Traditional Script Charts

The following conjuncts are shown in traditional script charts:  kra,  khya,  gla,  rka,  ska,  lka.
They are not independent characters, but are ligatures that represent consonant conjuncts. It is likely that
they are shown for illustrating the use of the contextual subjoined forms of , ,  and the initial form
of  in the script. The presence of ska and lka is likely intended to illustrate the representation of Tibetan

ལ་མགོ་ la-mgo and ས་མགོ་ sa-mgo letters. These stacks are to be represented in encoded text as:

•  kra = < , ◌   >

•  khya = < , ◌   >

•  gla = <  , ◌   >

•  rka = <  ,  >

•  ska = < , ,  >; this is a stylized ligated form of the stack .

•  lka = < , ,  >; this is a stylized ligated form of the stack .

4.9 Various Signs

The following combining signs are used for writing Sanskrit:

◌    This sign is used for indicating nasalization in Sanskrit words.

◌   This sign is used for indicating post-vocalic aspiration in Sanskrit words.

4.10 Punctuation

The following characters are used for punctuation:

𑢠  marks the end of a syllable. It corresponds to ་ +0F0B    .

𑢡  indicates the end of a phrase or sentence. It corresponds to ། +0F0D   .
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𑢢   indicates the end of a text section (see figure 14). It corresponds to ༎ +0F0E 
  .

4.11 Head Mark

The    is used at the beginning of a text. It is generally followed by 𑢡  and written as 𑢡.

4.12 Digits

Digits are not attested. Sources do not indicate the use of digits or number forms in the script.

5 Character Data

5.1 Character Properties

Character properties given in the data format of UnicodeData.txt:

11860;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11861;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11862;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11863;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN UE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11864;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11865;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11866;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN OE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11867;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AI;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11868;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11869;MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1186A;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL LENGTH MARK;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1186B;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1186C;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1186D;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1186E;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1186F;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11870;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11871;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11872;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11873;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11874;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11875;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11876;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11877;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11878;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11879;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1187A;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1187B;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1187C;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1187D;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1187E;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG KSSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1187F;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11880;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11881;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11882;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11883;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11884;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11885;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11886;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SMALL A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11887;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11888;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11889;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188A;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188B;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188C;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188D;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188E;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188F;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11890;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11891;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11892;MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11893;MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11894;MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11895;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SUBJOINER;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11896;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11897;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11898;MONGOLIAN SQUARE FINAL CONSONANT MARK;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11899;MONGOLIAN SQUARE CONSONANT SIGN FINAL SMALL A;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189A;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER INITIAL RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1189B;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL YA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189C;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL RA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189D;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL LA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189E;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL VA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189F;MONGOLIAN SQUARE HEAD MARK;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
118A0;MONGOLIAN SQUARE TSHEG;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A1;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SHAD;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A2;MONGOLIAN SQUARE DOUBLE SHAD;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;

5.2 Linebreaking Properties

Linebreaking properties given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:

11860; AL # LETTER A
11861..1186A; CM # VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL LENGTH MARK
1186B..11894; AL # LETTER GA .. REVERSED LETTER SHA
11895; CM # SUBJOINER
11896..11899; CM # SIGN ANUSVARA .. CONSONANT SIGN FINAL SMALL A
1189A..1189E; AL # LETTER INITIAL RA .. LETTER FINAL VA
1189F; BB # HEAD MARK
118A0..118A2; BA # TSHEG .. DOUBLE SHAD

5.3 ‘Confusable’ Characters

Some Mongolian Square letters resemble those found in other scripts encoded in the UCS:

1186D MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NGA ; A843 PHAGS-PA LETTER NGA
11879 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER LA ; A859 PHAGS-PA LETTER LA
1187C MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SA ; 004E LATIN CAPITAL LETTER N
11885 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA ; 018E LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED E
11885 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA ; A855 PHAGS-PA LETTER ZA
11886 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SMALL A ; A855 PHAGS-PA LETTER SMALL A
1188A MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JHA ; A846 PHAGS-PA LETTER JA
11891 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DZA ; 0045 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E
1189A MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER INITIAL RA ; A872 PHAGS-PA SUPERFIXED LETTER RA
1189C MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL RA ; A871 PHAGS-PA SUBJOINED LETTER RA
1189F MONGOLIAN SQUARE HEAD MARK ; A874 PHAGS-PA SINGLE HEAD MARK

11
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118A0 MONGOLIAN SQUARE TSHEG ; 0F0B TIBETAN MARK INTERSYLLABIC TSHEG
118A1 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SHAD ; 0F0D TIBETAN MARK SHAD
118A2 MONGOLIAN SQUARE DOUBLE SHAD ; 0F0E TIBETAN MARK NYIS SHAD

There is one internal ‘confusable’:

11866 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN OE ; 11896 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SUPERFIXED RA
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11887  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GA
11888  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GHA
11889  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JA
1188A  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JHA
1188B  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG VA
1188C  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DA
1188D  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DHA
1188E  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG BHA
1188F  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSA
11890  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSHA
11891  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DZA

Reversed consonants
11892  MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED LETTER DA

• used for Sanskrit retroflex ta
11893  MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED LETTER NA

• used for Sanskrit retroflex na
11894  MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED LETTER SHA

• used for Sanskrit retroflex sa

Subjoiner
11895  MONGOLIAN SQUARE SUBJOINER

• used for representing conjuncts
• indicates that the following letter is to be

rendered as a subjoined form
• is not visibly rendered

Various signs
11896 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN ANUSVARA
11897 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN VISARGA

Final consonant mark
11898 $  MONGOLIAN SQUARE FINAL CONSONANT

MARK

Dependent consonant sign
11899 $  MONGOLIAN SQUARE CONSONANT SIGN

FINAL SMALL A
• used for Tibetan syllable-final a-chung

Superfixed initial consonant
Used only in conjuncts
1189A  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER INITIAL RA

Subjoined final consonants
Used only in conjuncts
1189B $  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL YA
1189C $  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL RA
1189D $  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL LA
1189E $  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER FINAL VA

Head mark
1189F  MONGOLIAN SQUARE HEAD MARK

Punctuation
118A0 𑢠 MONGOLIAN SQUARE TSHEG

→ 0F0B 
་  
tibetan mark intersyllabic tsheg

118A1 𑢡 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SHAD
→ 0964 ।  devanagari danda

118A2 𑢢 MONGOLIAN SQUARE DOUBLE SHAD
→ 0965 ॥  devanagari double danda

The script is also known as the Mongolian Horizontal
Square Script, or Xewtee Dörböljin in Mongolian.

Vowel letter
11860  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER A

• used for representing independent vowels
in combination with vowel signs

Vowel signs
11861 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN I
11862 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN E
11863 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN UE
11864 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN U
11865 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN O
11866 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN OE
11867 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AI
11868 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AU

Reversed vowel sign
11869 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE REVERSED VOWEL

SIGN I
• used for Sanskrit vocalic sounds

Vowel length mark
1186A $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL LENGTH MARK

Consonants
1186B  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GA

• used for Sanskrit ka
1186C  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER KA

• used for Sanskrit kha
1186D  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NGA
1186E  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER JA

• used for Sanskrit ca
1186F  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER CA

• used for Sanskrit cha
11870  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NYA
11871  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER DA

• used for Sanskrit ta
11872  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER TA

• used for Sanskrit tha
11873  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NA
11874  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER BA

• used for Sanskrit pa
11875  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER PA

• used for Sanskrit pha
11876  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER MA
11877  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER YA
11878  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER RA
11879  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER LA
1187A  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER VA

• used for Sanskrit ba
1187B  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SHA
1187C  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SA
1187D  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER HA
1187E  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG KSSA
1187F  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTA
11880  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTHA
11881  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDA
11882  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDHA
11883  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG NNA
11884  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZHA
11885  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA
11886  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG

SMALL A
• used for Tibetan a-chung
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Figure 1: Characters of the Mongolian Square script (from Kara 1972: 96). Note the variant form
◌  for ◌    .
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Figure 2: Characters of the Mongolian Square script (from Kapaj 2002).
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Figure 3: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 160).
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Figure 4: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 161).
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Figure 5: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 162).
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Figure 6: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 163).
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Figure 7: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 164).
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Figure 8: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 165).
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Figure 9: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 166). Note the use
of ◌      for writing r̥, r̥̄, l̥, l̥̄.
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Figure 10: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 167).
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Figure 11: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 168).
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Figure 12: A record showing letters of Mongolian Square (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 171).
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Figure 13: Mongolian Square text at the bottom of a record written in Ranjana (from Shagdarsürüng
2001: 172).
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Figure 14: A manuscript containing text in Soyombo and Mongolian Square (from Shagdarsürüng
2001: 173). Note the sizing of consonant stacks, such that the letters are reduced so that the height
of the stack matches the regular letter height.

Figure 15: Xylograph (block print) of a book cover with text in the Soyombo, Mongolian Square,
Mongolian, and Cyrillic scripts (from Boldsaikhan, et al. 2005: 330). The title is Sanskrit written
in Soyombo: Mongal-svayaṃbhu-jyoti-varṇa-lipiḥ. The Mongolian Square represents Tibetan, the
Mongolian representsMongolian, and the Cyrillic representsModern (Khalkha)Mongolian. Notice
the use of    in the word 𑢠𑢠𑢠 svayambhu.
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Figure 17: Detail ofmanuscript from figure 16 showing use of  and   (adapted
from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 174). The first instance of occurs in the cluster ṣṇa, corresponding
to Soyombo 𑠭  and Tibetan .ྞ The second instance occurs in the cluster  ṣṭa corresponding to
Soyombo𑠭 and Tibetan ྚ (note: in ṣṭa the /ʈ/ is represented using , a reversed form of  (/d/,
/t/), instead of    (/ʈ/); the expected rendering of ṣṭa is . The final instance shows 
  independently. See section 4.5.2 for more information on the use of reversed letters
in Mongolian Square.

Figure 18: Amanuscript fragment containing text written in Ranjana, Soyombo,Mongolian Square,
and Tibetan scripts (adapted from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 156). Note the use of full-form   in
cluster-initial position (instead of    ) in  rga, corresponding to Tibetan ྒ.
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Mongolian Phags-pa Phags-pa Soyombo Tibetan
Square Seal Book

ga  ꡀ ꡀ 𑠌 ཀ
ka  ꡁ ꡁ 𑠍 ཁ
nga  ꡃ ꡃ 𑠎 ང
ja  ꡄ ꡄ 𑠏 ཅ
ca  ꡅ ꡅ 𑠐 ཆ
nya  ꡇ ꡇ 𑠑 ཉ
da  ꡈ ꡈ 𑠒 ཏ
ta  ꡉ ꡉ 𑠓 ཐ
na  ꡋ ꡋ 𑠔 ན
ba  ꡎ ꡎ 𑠕 པ
pa  ꡌ ꡌ 𑠖 ཕ
ma  ꡏ ꡏ 𑠗 མ
ya  ꡗ ꡗ 𑠘 ཡ
ra  ꡘ ꡘ 𑠙 ར
la  ꡙ ꡙ 𑠛 ལ
va  — — 𑠚 ཝ
sha  ꡚ ꡚ 𑠜 ཤ
sa  ꡛ ꡛ 𑠝 ས
ha  ꡜ ꡜ 𑠞 ཧ

Table 1: Comparison of consonant letters of Mongolian Square, Phags-pa, and Tibetan.
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Mongolian Phags-pa Phags-pa Soyombo Tibetan
Square Seal Book

galig kssa  — — ཀྵ
galig tta  ꡩ ꡩ ཊ
galig ttha  ꡪ ꡪ ཋ
galig dda  ꡫ ꡫ ཌ
galig ddha  — — ཌྷ
galig nna  ꡬ ꡬ ཎ
galig zha  ꡔ ꡔ ཞ
galig za  ꡕ ꡕ ཟ
galig small a  ꡖ ꡖ འ
galig ga  ꡂ ꡂ ག
galig gha  — — གྷ
galig ja  ꡆ ꡆ ཇ
galig jha  — — 
galig va  ꡓ ꡓ ཝ
galig da  ꡊ ꡊ ད
galig dha  — — དྷ
galig ba  ꡎ ꡎ བ
galig bha  — — བྷ
galig tsa  ꡐ ꡐ ཙ
galig tsha  ꡑ ꡑ ཚ
galig dza  ꡒ ꡒ ཛ
reversed sha  — — ཥ
Table 2: Comparison of consonant letters of Mongolian Square, Phags-pa, and Tibetan.
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Mongolian Phags-pa Phags-pa Soyombo Tibetan
Square Seal Book

a  ꡝ ꡝ ཨ
ā  — — ཱ

i  ꡞ ꡞ ི

ī  — — ཱི

e  ꡠ ꡠ ེ

ē  — — ཻ

ü  — — —

ǖ  — — —

u  ꡟ ꡟ ུ

ū  — — ཱུ

o  ꡡ ꡡ ོ

ō  — — ཽ

ö  — — —

ȫ  — — —

ai  — — —

au  — — —

Table 3: Comparison of consonant letters of Mongolian Square, Phags-pa, and Tibetan.
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Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/      ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
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C. Technical - Justification  
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  
 If YES, with whom? Specialists of Mongolian writing systems  
 If YES, available relevant documents:   
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  
 Reference:   
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Rare  
 Reference:   
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  
 If YES, where?  Reference: By scholars of Mongolian history and linguistics  
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? N/A  
 If YES, is a rationale provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to, or could be confused with, an existing character? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: Combining signs  
 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? Yes  
 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary) Subjoiner;  
 see text of the proposal  
   
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No  
 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   
 If YES, reference:   

 


